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INTRODUCTION
The Republic of Estonia, a 1.3 million country at the North-East corner of the
European Union (EU), just South of Finland, has been in European and global
news during the past decade mainly because of its technological leadership,
especially in the IT field and e-Governance, and because of its tough but on many
levels quite successful, austerity-oriented fiscal and economic policies (But cf.
Raudla and Kattel 2011; Kalvet 2012). However, the most recent geo-political
developments in the region, which represent Russia’s interest in former Soviet
republics (Menkiszak 2014; Kurowska 2014; Rogoża 2014) to “protect” the
Russian population (Burke-White 2014), has put one specific feature of Estonia
back on the agenda – how Estonia deals with its own Russophone minority to
prevent potential interethnic conflict between the Estonian and non-Estonian
population, which is a matter of both internal and external security in Estonia
(Government of the Republic Estonia 2008, 29; Government of the Republic
Estonia 2014, 8, 23).
The very quality of national minorities’ protection in Estonia has always been
framed by the interplay of internal and external factors1 (Lauristin and Vihalemm
2009, 16-17) that by today have created the peculiar situation in which Russianspeakers find themselves. The Russian (-speaking) minority has made up, over the
past quarter-century, around 30 % of the population, and they are concentrated in
Ida-Viru County, bordering Russia in the North-East, and Tallinn, the capital of
Estonia (Statistics Estonia 2011a). Some of them pre-1918 settlers2 but most of
them were workers transplanted to Estonia, not least by design, during Soviet
times. After Estonia, independent between 1918 and 1940, re-emerged as a nation
again in 1991 and joined NATO and the EU in 2004 (Parliament of Estonia 2005;
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 2014).
After decades of Soviet dominance and the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic
(1940-1991), Estonian independence was generally seen as the restoration of an
ideally ethnically homogeneous nation-state of the Estonian people that in fact has
not been accomplished – the total of minorities has not declined essentially for
almost a quarter of a century (Järve 2005, 68; Brubaker 2013, 18). And by 2011,
52% of Russophone population had acquired Estonian citizenship, 23% have
1
The former means international, intersocietal and intercultural influence on Estonia. The
latter refers to the mutual interrelations of institutionalized values and social structure
(social classes, ethnic groups, generations, etc.) (Lauristin and Vihalemm 2009, 2).

National minorities constituted 12% of the total population of Estonia before World War
II. Russians, Germans, Swedes, Latvians and Jews were the biggest minority groups
(Tammaru and Kulu 2003, 108).
2
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Russian citizenship, 21% have undetermined citizenship and 3% have citizenship
of some other state (Statistics Estonia 2011a). Drawing on Estonian citizenship and
language policies, the Russian Federation has continuously criticized Estonia for
insufficient protection of human rights, lack of democracy and the Estonization of
the public sphere, which would lead to the assimilation of non-Estonians into the
Estonian language and culture (Ambrosio 2009, 92). Such statements do seem to
resonate with many Russian-speakers’ understanding of Estonian citizenship and
language policies as assimilative (Kruusvall et al. 2009, 4-5). This appears to be
especially plausible if one takes into the account the fact that Estonian citizenship
and the knowledge of Estonian do not automatically improve the socio-economic
situation of Russian speakers and their representativeness in the public sphere,
which is a typical “glass ceiling” effect (See only Lauristin et al. 2011, 12).
So far, Russian-speakers, who have a sense of insecurity, a lack of positive selfesteem, little representation in the public sector and politics and a less
advantageous socio-economic situation compared to Estonians, have not been
politically mobilized (Vihalemm and Kalmus 2008, 922-924; Ehala 2009, 140,
155; Duvold 2014, 70). However, in 2007, the “Bronze Soldier” crisis – the first
large-scale ethnic riot in Estonia that addressed the interpretation of history and
cultural values between Estonians and Russian-speakers – seemed to signal to
Estonia, which before this incident had enjoyed a peaceful transition from
communism to capitalism, and from an authoritarian regime to democracy, the
possibility of interethnic conflict in Estonia (Cf. Ehala 2009, 140). And, as the
annexation of Crimea in 2014 showed to Estonia and the rest of Europe, the
Russian Federation may, and actually does, use internal tensions to pursue its own
geopolitical goals (Gill 2014).
At the same time, by joining the EU but also by self-definition as a liberal
European country, Estonia is faced with the Kantian claim to treat all citizens
equally, consider all people living in the country prima facie as citizens to create
one civic nation and protect national minorities (Parliament of Estonia 2006;
Duvold 2014, 40). But citizenship and language policies aimed at integrating
Russian-speakers into Estonian society are not the only way the Government
strives to sustain good interethnic relations in Estonia. The preservation of national
minorities’ cultures is considered one of the important prerequisites of genuine
integration. Since 2000, support to the preservation of national minorities’ cultures
has been an important part of integration policy and also cultural policy
(Parliament of Estonia 2014). As officially phrased in all integration programs,
Estonia offers to and creates for all national minorities the opportunity “to learn
their mother tongue and culture, practice their culture, and preserve their ethnolinguistic identity” since 2000 (Government of the Republic of Estonia 2000, 44;
Government of the Republic Estonia 2008, 19, 22). These opportunities represent
not only Russian public education or media but also various “smaller” solutions,
e.g. financial support to hobby schools, national cultural autonomy, cultural
6

societies, private schools and additional language and culture classes for minorities
in secondary schools for minorities’ children, which belong to the very interest of
this thesis.
While all national minorities are eligible to use these opportunities, Estonian
Russians, non-Russian Russian-speakers (non-Russians) and Russian Estonian Old
Believers (EOB) are the main target groups in practice. Estonian Russians,
including the EOB, represent 25 % of the Estonian population; non-Russians 4%,
e.g. Ukrainians, Chuvashs and many others, and 1% of the minorities can be called
“Western”, e.g. they arrived in Estonia after 1991 and do not originate from the
areas and/or cultures influenced by either Russian colonial history and/or Soviet
Union membership, e.g. Germans, Finns, etc. (Statistics Estonia 2011a). Regarding
the assimilation of these three groups, the following is just mentioned now and will
be specified later. Non-Russians have continued to assimilate into Russian culture
and language since Soviet times. The EOB assimilate into the mainstream Estonian
secular culture. The assimilation of Estonian Russians into Estonian culture is a
highly controversial issue. It is related to the process of Estonian nation-statebuilding, which is considered a disadvantage to the Russian language as mentioned
supra, the historically unfriendly relations between Estonia and Russia, within
which the image of a “national enemy” is ascribed to Estonian Russians
(Mertelsmann 2005), and the fact that only 1% of Estonian Russians do not speak
Russian as their mother tongue but still have a Russian ethnic identity as of 2011
(Statistics Estonia 2011a).
Taking the above situation into account, this thesis aims to analyze the successes
and failures of Estonian cultural policy regarding the preservation of national
minorities’ cultures via policy instruments and their organization. It focuses on
the three protagonist groups, looks at the Estonian Government coping with the
issue of the preservation of their cultures on the public-policy level and takes a
perspective that evaluates this policy according to whether the goals as set have
been achieved or not via opportunities and what might have caused this.
Nowadays, only quite little is known about this. What we do have is, on the one
hand, analyses by Estonian sociologists of integration process. They offer profound
sociological insights into who integrates into Estonian society and how, but they do
not touch policy implementation (Kallas et al. 2011; AS Emor et al. 2011). On the
other hand, the Government itself informs national and international actors, like the
European Council or the United Nations, about existing opportunities, i.e.
legislation prohibiting ethnic discrimination, public school education in Russian,
support to Russian media and cultural activities of national minorities, to mention
but a few (Council of Europe 1999; Council of Europe 2004; Ernst and Young
2009, 14; Council of Europe 2010; U.N. International Committee on the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination 2013).
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The main body of this thesis is developed in three original articles. The article “The
Law & Economics of the Estonian Law on Cultural Autonomy for National
Minorities and of Russian National Cultural Autonomy in Estonia” (I) (co-authored
with Wolfgang Drechsler) analyzes why Russian National Cultural Autonomy in
Estonia has not been established, regardless of the fact that Estonia has a Law on
Cultural Autonomy for National Minorities. The law can be named as declarative
because it has no legal mechanisms of realization of NCA. So, in practice the law
is used symbolically to demonstrate the continuous democratic nature of Estonia
since 1918 and to allocate financial support to NGOs via project-based financing.
The reasons behind this can be twofold. On the one hand, legal solutions, which
somehow institutionalize national minorities in the public sphere, challenge the
Estonian nation-state. On the other hand, complex legal solutions challenge
minorities themselves because they demand representative leaders, common goals,
mobilization, etc. that the socially and economically fragmented Estonian Russians
do not have nowadays. The second article, “Estonian Russification of Ethnic
Minorities in Estonia? A Policy Analysis” (II) (co-authored with Wolfgang
Drechsler) addresses various forms of support that non-Russian Russian-speaking
minorities use for their cultural activities and education. It shows that economic
incentive is the main policy instrument that is organized via project-based
financing. This solution has several deficiencies, which implies a pessimistic rather
than optimistic future for this target group in Estonia who continues to Russify in
Estonia since the end of the USSR. The article also explains that the popularity of
project-based financing might be related to ideological and administrative
pecularities of Estonian Public Administration (PA). The third article, “Tourism
and the Preservation of Old Belief in Estonia: The Frontstage and Backstage of
Estonian Old Believers” (III) analyzes project-based tourism organization and its
affect on the preservation of the EOB’s religion. This case shows that it does not
suffice to allocate money to tourism development and use Old Belief as a tourism
attraction. One should also pay attention to the organization of such support.
Depending on the quality of the organization, tourism may either improve the
preservation of culture or create additional obstacles. This is, however, a complex
task that demands coordination between cultural and tourism policy-makers to find
legal administrative solutions, which does not exist yet in a sufficient amount to
address and solve this problem.
Based on these three articles, the current thesis investigates, first of all, the
opportunities that the Government offers to minorities. According to the definition
of policy instruments by Bemelmans-Videc et al. (2007, 21), they really represent
economic incentives, i.e. money, annually allocated to the cultural organizations of
national minorities. And this policy instrument is organized via project-based
financing (I, II, III). Taking into account the very specifics of national minorities’
sociocultural and demographic pecularities, this would be misleading to expect that
all minorities per se are interested and motivated to preserve their cultures in
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Estonia – a form of groupism.3 Nevertheless, this economic incentive, as the
practice shows, motivates around 300 cultural societes of NGO status to try to
preserve various cultural practices. These societies tend to have a small number of
active members, but these are the people on whom the virality of various
langauges, traditions, etc. depends. So, the analysis takes into prominent account
the experience of these NGOs in preserving culture to evaluate the successes and
failures of the relevant policy (II, III).
Second, the evaluation of the successes and failures of cultural policy is conducted
by means of McConnell’s (2010) policy-success framework as specified below.
Briefly, the implementation of economic incentives via project-based financing
implies policy success in terms of a) implementation in line with objectives and b)
implementation meeting policy-domain criteria. Regarding the former, having
money and projects at all means success because this is the actual goal the
Government pursues and measures against inputs and outputs. Then, two policydomain criteria, which represent a combination of neo-liberal and nationalist
ideology, and project-based financing as the main organizational form of Estonian
PA not only legitimize but also rationalize the usage of economic incentive and
project-based financing without questioning outcomes (I, II, III). Thus, this
explains why the Government widely uses this approach, but it does not help to
comprehend how well cultural societies of national minorities actually are able to
preserve their cultures.
By investigating this, our analysis shows that the organization of economic
incentives via project based-financing can and actually does also lead at least to
conflicted success: a) The availability of money is a certain benefit for the target
groups that helps them to run various cultural activities, from teaching children less
spoken languages to the organization of festivals. However, project-based
organization of this instrument has several deficiencies that undermine the
effectiveness of support; b) The achievement of outcomes is debatable because of
the generation gap, i.e. cultural practices are not transmitted from older to younger
generations; c) Opposition to policy means from the Government’s and from
minorities’ points of view exists (II, III).
Drawing on such observations the thesis indicates the conflict of two policy goals.
The first goal is to allocate economic incentive and organize its usage via projectbased financing, which is successful according to its own standards. By fulfilling
this goal the Government expects minorities to preserve their cultures in Estonia.
So, the preservation of cultures is the second policy goal. To put it simply, the
Government is responsible for the former and minorities for the latter goal. Even if
3

Brubaker (2002, 164) explains that groupism is “the tendency to treat ethnic groups,
nations and races as substantial entities to which interests and agency can be attributed. I
mean the tendency to reify such groups as if they were internally homogeneous, externally
bounded groups, even unitary collective actors with common purposes.”
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to admit the preservation of cultures is the minorities’ task, the quality of
opportunities to achieve this goal receives insufficient attention. The reason, as
analysis shows, might be related to the fact that the Government considers policy
solution to be good so that failure to achieve the second goal is interpreted not as a
problem of opportunities but solely as one of minorities.
The thesis has the following structure: The theoretical framework of the thesis is
explained first. As the interest of this thesis lies in policy implementation, the
concept of policy instruments and their relation to organization by BemelmansVidec et al. (2007), and McConnell’s (2010) framework of policy-success
evaluation with a stress on the program level of policy-making are used. The
method of analysis is also briefly explained in this part. Second, the analysis of the
results is presented, after which the policy instruments and organization are
researched, and then the successes and failures of relevant policy are evaluated.
Third, the results are summarized, and further research directions are suggested.
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1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: POLICY SUCCESS
AND FAILURE, INSTRUMENTS AND
ORGANIZATION
The very interest towards the achievement of policy goals via instruments and their
organization can be summarized in Plato’s question: “This is what the law-maker
must often ask himself: What is my purpose? Do I indeed achieve this or rather
miss my goal?” (Nomoi, 744a; see Drechsler 2003, 219). Many different
approaches, from classical ones to Law & Economics, try to answer this question,
i.e. why and how policies succeed or fail (Bovens and ’t Hart 1996; Dollery and
Worthington 1996; Backhaus 1999; Dunn 2007; Howlett 2009). The availability of
objective and constructivist approaches to policy analysis not only creates
conceptual ambiguity but also hampers the practical evaluation of policy successes
and failures. Recently, several attempts have been made to overcome this problem,
though.
McConnell (2010; see also Czaika and de Haaz 2013) suggests differentiating
between policy-making levels where policy can be evaluated by means of both
objective and subjective data. These policy levels are politics, process and
program. At each level policy can be “successful if it achieves the goals that
proponents set out to achieve and attracts no criticism of any significance and/or
support is virtually universal”. And policy can fail if “it does not achieve the goals
that proponents set out to achieve and attracts criticism of any significance and/or
support is not virtually universal.” What is more, intermediate variations of success
and failure can exist not only at one policy level but also between policy levels. In
other words, one policy can succeed, fail or be a simultaneous combination of both
(351). Let us survey these policy levels and then look at the program level in detail,
as it is related to the very interest of this thesis.
First, the politics aspect means that the interpretation of policy outcomes in terms
of success and/or failure has important political consequences for politicians and
policy makers. For example, by achieving goals, politicians have more chances to
be re-elected than if they fail to achieve goals; politicians may blame policy actors
or other politicians for not achieving objectives to raise their own public
popularity, or offer alternative solutions to the problems, etc. (See also Howlett
2012, 550). Second, process is related to policy formulation, i.e. the Government
specifies policy problems, formulates policy goals, sets agendas, evaluates
alternatives, chooses policy instruments, evaluates outputs, etc. To put is simply,
this is the analytical capacity of the Government to diagnose problems and work
out solutions to solve them. Third, the program aspect addresses policy
implementation or the application of the chosen policy instruments and their
11

organization to achieve formulated policy goals. In the interest of research, let us
now explain the meaning of policy instruments and how it is related to organization
in detail and after that proceed with policy-success explanation at the program
level.
In general, policy instruments are techniques the Government uses to change
human behavior via incentives and/or disincentives in order to achieve its goals
(see Schneider and Ingram 1990; Howlett 2005; Bobrow 2006). Or as BemelmansVidec et al. (2007, 21) define it, “policy instruments are the set of techniques by
which governmental authorities wield their power in attempting to ensure support
and affect or prevent social change.” It should be stressed that instruments are not
merely policy means or solutions which help to achieve formulated goals.
Nowadays, many scholars maintain that the availability of instruments and their
usage per se can be a policy goal. This phenomenon can be a result of various
context-specific factors, e.g. ideology, symbolic performance, “path dependency”,
culture, etc. (Lasswell 1951; Peters 2005, 354; Bemelmans-Videc et al. 2007, 41).
Bemelmans-Videc et al. (2007, 21) differentiate three basic types: regulations,
economic means and information. Regulations or laws oblige people to act
according to the Government’s needs and limit their discretion, choices, freedom,
etc. On the one hand, this is done via negative sanctions, e.g. fines, imprisonment,
obligations, etc. On the other hand, regulations can be leges imperfectae, i.e. legal
acts without sanctions to affect conduct (Bemelmans-Videc et al. 2007, 31). As
Mautner (2009) specifies, “such laws are devised in such a way that no remedy or
sanction would be invoked following violation of a legal norm.” The main purpose
of such laws is to reaffirm and support the stability of official values and beliefs
that the political elite considers important for ideological reasons (511). In other
words, these are declarative or performative laws. Second, economic instruments
provide actors with certain material (grants, allowances, taxes) and nonmaterial
resources (services) or deprive them of resources. Unlike regulations these
instruments do not prescribe specific actions or oblige to do something. Rather,
they make certain actions cheaper or more expensive in terms of money, time, etc.
For example, higher taxes on alcoholic beverages do not prohibit alcohol
consumption as such, but higher price should discourage people from drinking
(Bemelmans-Videc et al. 2007, 32). Third, information instruments influence
people through knowledge, communication of reasoned arguments, etc.
(Bemelmans-Videc et al. 2007, 33). Such instruments aim to change human
understanding of social problems via social advertisement, bulletins, fliers or
training and education programs, etc.4
4

It should be added that instruments have different levels of coercion (Bemelmans-Videc et
al. 2007). First, regulations are the most coercive instruments. Legal proscriptions oblige
people to comply with norms as written in law to escape punishment, fines, etc. For
example, persons are imprisoned for selling illegal drugs. Prescriptions, in turn, determine
that an individual may gain or lose his or her rights in some situation or after a specified
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Further, many scholars consider organizations a fourth type of policy instruments
(Christensen et al. 2007, 20; Howlett 2011, 64), but for analytical reasons
organizations can be separated from policy instruments (Bemelmans-Videc et al.
2007, 37) because organizations are “structures to coordinate work of skilled
people with knowledge to achieve specific goals” (Cunliffe 2008, 4). In other
words, organizations are not policy instruments but help to put instruments into
action.
To specify, an organization, as the word implies, can be a “unit”, say, a group of
skilled people working together, or a “process”, i.e. a certain logic of human
behaviour based on rationality but also values and norms to pursue common goals.
The former, for example, means a jail that imprisons criminals by enforcing
regulations; agricultural agency that develops small farming via the allocation of
subsidies, etc. Regarding this, Peters (2005, 305) explains that the results of policy
instruments depend on how well organizations function. Nowadays this is an
especially relevant argument, as not only the governments but also for-profit and
non-profit organizations implement policies, i.e. employ certain policy instruments.
Besides that, as Peters argues, depending on the professional orientation, staff and
experience organizations may prefer certain instruments and disfavor others, e.g.
lawyers may prefer regulations, economists economic incentives, etc. Thus,
organizations are not neutral to policy instruments and their choice (360).
Then, concerning organization as a “process”, Bemelmans-Videc et al. (2007, 39,
265-266) differentiate two forms of organization: a) “process oriented
management”, i.e. the Government determines conditions and rules under which
organizations should function, e.g. the composition of board directors, management
guidelines, control over budget and audit, etc. This can also be the organizational
strategy on policy implementation, e.g. the delegation of public tasks to the private
sector, privatization, coordination, networking, etc. Another way to understand
organizations as a process is to see at how an organization as a group of people
puts a certain instrument into action to achieve public goals. From this perspective
a particular interest one may have is to analyze, for example, how ministerial
agency allocates start-up grants (economic means) via specific procedures, rules
and bureaucracy to develop innovative business activity among entrepreneurs and

period of time, e.g. termination of parental rights, right of superficies, etc. Second,
economic instruments are less coercive as do not oblige people to behave explicitly as some
law may demand. However, as this type of instrument provides or restricts access to
resources, certain behaviors become easier or more difficult. For example, subsidies to
farmers make farming less economically expensive and potentially more attractive for
newcomers. Third, information instruments do not coerce or deprive actors from resources.
They represent “symbolic” influence through which the Government tries to encourage or
warn people about certain behaviors. For example, social advertisement warns people about
fire safety at home or encourages donating (34).
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how procedures of application affect entrepreneurs (Bemelmans-Videc et al. 2007,
39, 265-266).
So, both understandings of organizations show that organizations and policy
instruments are closely interrelated during policy implementation, which creates a
certain “policy practice”. Depending on the quality of the organization “policies
and their intentions will very often be changed or even distorted; its execution
delayed or even blocked altogether” (Werner and Wegrich 2007, 51). In 19801990, various top-down and bottom-up theories of policy implementation
addressed this phenomenon (Pülzl and Treib 2007, 91). For instance, analyzing the
reforms in the U.S. social welfare provision on limiting or enhancing the discretion
of “street-level bureaucrats”, Brodkin (2000) shows that discretion, which is an
integral part of social-services organization, creates a complex and ambiguous
process of achieving political goals.
Returning to the program level of policy and the question of how to evaluate its
success the above discussion shows that if policy instruments and their
organization are an integral part of policy implementation, then their analysis helps
to comprehend policy success and/or failures. At this level of policy-making the
spectrum of policy success can be described as a) program success, b) resilient
program success, c) conflicted program success, d) precarious program success and
e) program failure (McConnell 2010, 353-354). Let us overview a) and e) in detail.
The remaining three forms of policy-success criteria are summarized in Table 1
(See Appendix for details).
To specify, by definition policy is successful if
a) it is implemented in line with objectives;
b) the desired outcomes are achieved;
c) the program creates benefits for a target group;
d) the program meets policy domain criteria;
e) opposition to program aims, values and means of achieving them is
virtually non-existent, and/or support is virtually universal.
And, as failure is the opposite of success, a policy fails if
a) the implementation fails to be executed in line with objectives;
b) the desired outcomes are not achieved;
c) damage is done to a particular target group;
d) an inability to meet the policy domain criteria exists;
e) opposition to program aims, values, and means of achieving them is
virtually universal, and/or support is virtually non-existent (McConnell
2010, 354).
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Broadly based on this framework, which is particularly helpful for the current
research interest, as explained supra, the thesis focuses on three policy-target
groups, Estonian Russians (I), Non-Russian Russian-Speakers (II) and Estonian
Old Believers (III), to whom the Government offers and creates opportunities that
in the end should help to preserve their cultures in Estonia. A qualitative method is
used in all three articles. Information used for analysis is collected via semistructured personal interviews the author made with public servants and
representatives of national minorities. Official policy documents (laws, official
reports and analysis, policy programs, stenograms) and official descriptivestatistics analysis are also used. The information collected reflects the situation as
by the end of 2013, i.e. the end of the implementation of the Estonian integration
policy 2008-2013 (I, II, III).
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2. ANALYSIS OF SUCCESSES AND FAILURES OF
ESTONIAN CULTURAL POLICY
2.1. Policy instruments and their organization
Before analyzing what policy instruments the Government uses and organizes for
national minorities it is important to understand the cultural context within which
this is done. Estonian cultural policy does not formally refer to assimilation.
However, public debates and research on the vitality of minorities’ cultures show
that this is a problem.
To begin with, according to the population census 2011 – the last one available –
the total proportion of non-Estonians in Estonia is 30% (Statistics Estonia 2011a).
Estonian Russians represent 25% of the total Estonian population. Depending on
their historical connections with Estonia, they represent two subgroups: a) Russians
who migrated into Estonia in Soviet times (1945-1991) and b) Russians who have
lived in Estonia at least since the First Republic (1918-1941). Nowadays, the total
of the latter is probably around 37,500-50,000 (Mihhailov 2007, 2-3). Around
10,000-15,000 of them are Estonian Old Believers (EOB). The EOB have lived in
Estonia since the 18th century and practiced Old Belief, i.e. a conservative branch
of Russian Orthodoxy, which appeared in the 17th century as a result of the Schism
in the Russian Orthodox Church (III). A third group are non-Russian Russianspeaking minorities (non-Russians), e.g. Ukrainians, Byelorussians, and many
other former “Soviet nations” who immigrated into Estonia in Soviet times. While
many speak Russian as a mother tongue and/or second language, they have a nonRussian ethnic identity, more about which later. They represent 4% of the total
population. And less than 1% of the minorities can be called “Western”, e.g. those
who arrived in Estonia after 1991 and do not originate from the areas and/or
cultures influenced by either Russian colonial history and/or Soviet Union
membership, e.g. Germans, Italians (II).
Assimilation of Estonian Russians is a highly controversial issue for political
reasons. The Government refers to the Constitution, laws prohibiting ethnic
discrimination, integration policy and free Russian public education to claim that
assimilation is not in the interest of Estonia (See only Council of Europe 2010). At
the same time, Estonian citizenship and language policies, the disadvantaged
socioeconomic situation of Russians as compared to Estonians and, most recently,
the transition in Russian upper secondary schools to implementing Estonian as the
language of instruction are used to claim that Estonian Russians face involuntary
and state-imposed assimilation (U.N. International Committee on the Elimination
of Racial Discrimination 2013, 40; cf. NGO Russian School in Estonia 2014, 6).
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From a sociological perspective the majority of Russians has not been assimilated,
though.5 By 2011 1% of all Estonian Russians speak Estonian as their mother
tongue but still identify as ethnic Russians (Statistics Estonia 2011). 10% of
Estonian Russians who are Estonian citizens by birth and live in Estonia
permanently at least in the second generation voluntarily assimilate via mixed
marriages. So, the remaining 90% still have a strong intergenerational Russian
ethnic identity (Mihhailov 2007, 10). Disregarding this fact it is possible to assume
hypothetically that if Russian is less used in education as a result of “language
reforms” opportunities like the law on national cultural autonomy (Lagerspetz
2014) will become a more important in terms of sustaining Russian education in
Estonia.
Then, assimilation of non-Russians and the EOB is a less ambiguous issue. Today,
partially assimilated, but still having their own ethnic identity the older, “Soviet
generation” of non-Russians, e.g. Ukrainians, Tatars and many others does not
transmit their languages and identities to their Estonian-born descendants. This
process started already in Soviet times. Besides that, many non-Russians live with
Russians, not only in the same cities, e.g. Tallinn and Narva, but also in ethnically
mixed families where Russian is used as the lingua franca. Thus, Estonian-born
generations of non-Russians tend to develop an “Estonian Russian” or “Russian”
ethnic identity (II). Finally, the EOB assimilate into Estonian mainstream secular
culture. The decline of religiousness and interest towards Old Belief is explained
via secularization, generation gap, mixed marriages, which were already
documented in Soviet times, and the disadvantaged socioeconomic situation that
forces EOB to migrate into different cultural environments. While the total
estimated number of all people originating from EOB families, i.e. “EOB by birth”
is around 10,000-15,000 only 2,605 persons reported that their religion is Old
Belief in 2011. The latter group represents “EOB by faith”, i.e. persons who have
the religious identity of an Old Believer and practice Old Belief. Their
congregations are small, lack younger generations and men, who should
traditionally head congregations as spiritual leaders; the vast majority of members
are elderly women (III).

5

Two theoretical perspectives on the assimilation of Russians exist. First, Laitin (1998,
217) argues that Estonian Russians can culturally assimilate in order to get higher-status
occupations and improve their economic situation due to their living among Estonians for a
long time and especially in places where Estonians dominate (Southern Estonia, Pärnu and
Tartu) and also because Estonians resist accepting Russian as the second official language
in Estonia. Ponarin (2000, 1535-1539) disagrees with Laitin, arguing that Russians cannot
assimilate because Estonians do not recognize Russians as Estonians; Russians may gain
political power to change minorities’ policy, and the majority of Russians lives compactly
in monolinguistic environment, e.g. Tallinn and Ida-Viru county. At best, Ponarin
concludes, Russians may become bilingual.
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So, assimilation has either already happened or is at least theoretically possible,
which justifies the availability of opportunities to help minorities to preserve their
own cultures for whatever reasons they consider urgent. Knowing this, let us see
the policy instruments and their organization.
In general, the Government annually allocates money from the state budget to
cultural societies of national minorities. The total amount of this support is 12% of
all integration expenses made in 2008-2013 (See Table 2).
Table 2. Support to national minorities’ culture and promotion of a
multicultural environment in Estonia during the implementation of
Estonian integration strategy 2008-2013
The total of
integration policy
expenses
support to the
preservation of
cultures and
multicult.
% of support to
the preservation
of cultures

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Total
8,031,998 9,031,958 7,455,986 5,848,869 7,231,799 7,195,206 44,795,816
1,146,402 953,218

754,888

832,321

735,447

786,000

5,208,276

14%

10%

14%

10%

11%

12%

11%

(Source: Ministry of Culture 2014)

According to the typology of policy instruments this money can be termed as noncoercive economic incentive, i.e. it does not oblige minorities to preserve their
cultures, but it is a resource that by the definition of policy instrument should make
cultural activities easier and motivate national minorities to preserve their cultures
in Estonia if for whatever reasons (as shown supra) minorities think that their
culture is potentially endangered or experience assimilation. If so, it is possible to
assume that this policy instrument ensures self-selection of individuals among
minorities who are interested and want to preserve their culture though the
Government support available.
Then, several laws6, including the law on NCA, exist in Estonia so that one may
argue that another type of policy instruments – regulations – is also available to
serve the cultural needs of minorities. It should be noted, however, that the law on
NCA has no legal means of establishing NCA (I), and other relevant laws which
minorities use regulate the establishment and working of private organizations such
as the above-mentioned cultural societies which are of NGO status. So, this is the
organization of minorities as “units” or groups of people that should be briefly
6
See Hobby Schools Act (2006), Non-profit Associations Act (1996) and Private School
Act (1998)
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specified here. The number of active members in cultural societies is not officially
collected, and it is difficult to estimate their actual size. According to the best
information available the number of active members tends to be small (II, III) but
they have been preserving their cultures already since 1988 when the first
associations of national minorities started to work in Estonia (www.etnoweb.ee).
Of course, it would be a form of groupism, as already explained supra, to expect all
national minorities per se to be motivated or interested to preserve their cultures in
Estonia because they speak one language, have a common identity or face either
potential or actual assimilation. Minorities are different socially and economically,
may have different life plans and interest towards cultural activities (I, II).7
However, what we have nowadays are 22 umbrella organizations that unite 214
cultural societies of national minorities, including 17 hobby schools that run
various cultural activities from the organization of festivals to teaching languages.
And regarding the EOB, 11 EOB congregations registered as NGOs, and there are
around 7 non-religious NGOs, as well, which are run either by the EOB or nonEOB trying to help the EOB.8 Therefore, it is more precise to argue that the
availability of money should help these already functioning, around 300 cultural
societies to sustain certain traditions, identities, etc. And by doing so, they could
hopefully attract more members, raise cultural awareness as much as is possible in
the current situation.
Regarding the organization in terms of process there is one distinctive feature. All
cultural societies receive project-based financing, which is the practical
organization of the policy instrument. So, it is possible to argue that minorities’
culture is mainly preserved via projects and not “naturally” in families (II, III).
According to the definition project-based financing represents “process-oriented
management”, i.e. it defines the rules under which the Government allocates
money to national minorities and the rules under which they receive and exploit
money to preserve their own cultures. For example, cultural societies annually
participate in project competitions evaluated by the commissions, write reports,
which are controlled by donors, etc. One of the particular rules applies to the
definition of culture, which is important to know for the analysis of successes and
failures. The data available shows that the formal requirements and conditions of
projects support the preservation of culture “retrospectively” or in “ethnic terms”,
e.g. practice of traditions, folklore singing and dancing, but also linguistically, i.e.
teaching languages. This requirement helps to differentiate ethnic cultural societies
Besides, as Estonia, similar to many other states, has a negative population growth, the
majority of “Soviet” minorities, including Estonian Russians, do not grow in numbers with
some minor exceptions, e.g. Azerbaijanis, Georgians or Lithuanians, which is a result of the
new immigration process, as a comparison of data from the Population Census in 2000 and
the Population Census in 2011 shows (Statistics Estonia 2011a; Statistics Estonia 2011b).
7

8
The total of all cultural societies run by national minorities, including those that have no
clear ethnic agenda, e.g. sports, arts, is around 400 as of 2014 (see www.etnoweb.ee).
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from societies that deal with “modern” culture, e.g. contemporary arts, hobbies,
sports, etc.9 (See only Migration and Integration Foundation Our People 2013a;
Migration and Integration Foundation Our People 2013b).
Now as one knows the very specifics of the organization of policy instruments as a
process but also the organization of minorities themselves as groups of people
working together in cultural societies, it is possible to doubt the effectiveness of
solely one economic incentive and project-based financing and projects
implemented by cultural societies to preserve minorities’ cultures and their
communities in Estonia. Vihalemm (2011) maintains such skepticism. She says
that
The goal of ensuring the preservation of ethno-cultural identity cannot be covered
simply by supporting societies of national culture, as their activities have rather
limited impact. Other measures should be developed to achieve that goal and to
communicate those activities to a wider audience.10
However, as analysis shows, this is exactly what the Government does. So, let us
now analyze the success of cultural policy in achieving the goal of cultural
preservation via economic incentive and project-based financing allocated to
NGOs.

2.2. Cultural policy-success evaluation
According to McConnell (2010) the program aspect of policy success can be
evaluated by means of five criteria: 1) implementation in line with the objectives,
2) achievement of desired outcomes, 3) creating benefits for target group, 4)
meeting policy-domain criteria and 5) policy actors’ support for policy means.
First, let us look at the implementation in line with the objectives. The
availability of economic incentive and its organization via the system of projectbased financing are used as the main indicators of program success, i.e. the number
of implemented projects, the number of supported cultural societies and the total
amount of money allocated to these societies from the state budget. Besides that,
one may argue that as the support has been stable and always available for national
minorities, the policy is successful (see Table 2 above).
Such an evaluation of success rests on measuring inputs and outputs. As one may
see from the official reports (Council of Europe 1999, 2004, 2010), and as
9

These organizations are not excluded from financial support. They apply for money for
their projects from different programs.

10

This translation is taken from the English summary of the monitoring.
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maintained by some researchers of Estonian integration policy, as well (Kallas
2013), this is how the Government measures integration policy success as such. So,
it is possible to conclude that the very availability of opportunities is the policy
goal. If so, then according to its own standards this implies program success, i.e.
the economic instrument and its organizations via project-based financing are
implemented. However, this does not clarify the interest of this thesis – the ability
of minorities to preserve their cultures via opportunities offered. The success of
policy implementation remains unclear, as well (II). So, the next step is to analyze
the outcomes.
Second, regarding the achievement of desired outcomes the analysis denotes
conflicted success. To see this let us differentiate the goal of cultural preservation
in short- and long-run terms. The former means that the “Soviet generation” of
minorities, which started their cultural activity in the 1990s after the collapse of the
USSR, has managed to sustain their traditions and identities as much as is possible,
and this can be measured by the activity of cultural organizations. If this is correct,
it can be interpreted as success. In the long run, however, the situation is less
optimistic and implies a certain conflict between expecting minorities to preserve
their cultures and the ongoing situation. Namely, the EOB and non-Russian
minorities have a generation gap – traditions are not transmitted within older and
younger generations. Regarding the Estonian Russians research shows that the
younger generation of Estonian Russians may be not motivated and interested in
“ethnic cultural activities” (See Vihalemm and Kalmus 2009 for the discussion).
Again, while the total number of cultural organizations might be impressive, as
shown supra, the total number of active members in these organizations tends to be
small. Thus, it is not clear who will actively participate in the work of cultural
organizations established by “Soviet generation”, and how, because organizations
lack younger generations of leaders and active members (II, III).
Third, economic incentive and project-based financing are a specific benefit for
the target groups because they need money to run various cultural activities that
sustain cultures. For Estonian Russians this seems to be an additional opportunity
that can be used along with Russian public education and media in Estonia. In the
case of the EOB and non-Russians this appears to be the main policy instrument to
resist assimilation. Nevertheless, analysis indicates various problems of organizing
this incentive, which in turn implies a conflicted success, as explained below (II,
III).
According to the minorities’ experience, project-based financing is given to
organizations for too short a period (one year), which undermines their financial
stability and multi-year activities; volunteer work is not always sustainable and
reliable; activities are underfinanced; project application and report tend to be
bureaucratic; money is transferred with delays; as donors have no overview about
the quality of organizational work money is also allocated to nonfunctioning
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(fictive) cultural societies; the system of project-based financing is decentralized
among ministries and their agencies so that societies are overburdened with
different rules of project applications and reports (II). Research also shows that it is
not enough to offer money via projects. It is also important to organize such
instrument according to the needs of minorities. Depending on the quality of
organization, instrument may either improve the preservation of culture or create
additional obstacles. This is, however, a complex task that demands coordination
between policy-makers and minorities to find effective legal administrative
solutions. This can be a problem because Estonian PA is highly fragmented and
lacks coordination (III; Sarapuu 2011, 70). Then, from the Government’s
perspective, minorities lack incentives to use policy instruments via the system of
project-based financing as their communities as such are not “strong” and selfsufficient (II), e.g. the number of active members is small; younger generations are
not interested in culture and do not participate in cultural activities; cultural
societies lack effective leadership because the older generation of leaders is not
active anymore as it was in the 1990s; leaders of the same national minority do not
cooperate with each other because of ideological conflicts; organizations are not
able to write good projects, which weakens their financial stability; the outcome of
many organizations’ work is low.
In other words, the Government stresses the “weakness of community”, which does
not allow the full use of economic incentive via project-based financing.
Minorities, on the other hand, stress the problems of project-based financing, which
do not receive sufficient attention in policy-making (II, III). The next section
shows that this phenomenon might be related to the policy-domain criteria that
legitimize and rationalize project-based financing and economic incentive as the
main solution, without substantial debate over the quality and ability of such
support to preserve minorities’ culture in Estonia.
Fourth, the organization of economic incentives via project-based financing meets
at least two policy-domain criteria. According to the analysis these are neo-liberal
and nationalist ideologies, and project-based financing as the main organizational
form of Estonian PA (II). According to their own standards, both these criteria
imply program success.
The organization of economic incentive via project-based financing does in fact not
belong to the very specifics of national minorities’ support. This is the way
Estonian PA as such performs so that “the logic of project-based financing” can be
considered an important part of PA culture. According to the hypothesis this can be
a result of economic uncertainty from the beginning of Estonian independence and
economic crises, which undermined the capacity of long-term planning. Or, this
can be a result of “European conditionality”, as various international organizations,
and since 2004 various EU structural funds, always give project assistance not
general budget support. This means that the Government itself has to fulfill project
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rules and demands (II).11 In order to test whether or not EU conditionality
influences the spheres of policy making which are not financed from EU funds,
further analysis is required. Anyway, at the moment it is clear that project-based
financing is a fully legitimate and dominating form of the organization of economic
incentives, not only in culture but also in other policy fields (See only Raudla et al.
2014).
Another explanation of this phenomenon might be related to neo-liberal ideology,
which Estonia is internationally famous for, and the application of this ideology as
New Public Management (NPM) not only in Estonian PA but also in the NGO
sector (Tõnnisson and Randma-Liiv 2008; Kala 2008). As is well-known, NPM
prioritizes private-public partnerships, grass-root initiative, agencification and
competitive projects. And neo-liberalism considers the individual to be highly
rational, motivated and autonomous so that he/she is able to make rational
decisions a priori in all spheres of human life, including the preservation of
traditions, resistance to assimilation, etc. Indeed, analysis shows that the
Government expects minorities to respond to neo-liberal values, i.e. selfsufficiency, autonomy, etc. So, non-coercive policy instruments and project-based
financing reconfirm the core values of NPM (II).
The case of the Estonian law on NCA shows that the popularity of non-coercive
instrument might also be explained via nationalism – another important ideology of
the Estonian nation-state project (I). Leaning at the typology of policy instruments
it can be assumed that unlikely economic incentives regulations challenge the
Estonian nation-state that “shall guarantee the preservation of the Estonian nation,
language and culture through the ages” (Constitution of the Republic of Estonia,
the Preamble). Due to their coercive character regulations imply a certain
institutionalization of national minorities into public legal bodies, for example via
the formulation of specific rights and duties, including the state obligations towards
minorities. Besides that, taking into account that the vast majority of minorities are
Estonian Russians and live in Estonia as a result of Soviet colonization and for this
reason remind Estonians of Soviet occupation and the potential threat that the
Russian Federation represents to Estonia nowadays at least symbolically, coercive
instruments can indeed be considered too risky. This interpretation helps to
understand why the law on NCA is a lex imperfect, as it only reaffirms the official
values and beliefs of the Estonian political elite about the continuity of Estonian
democracy since the times of the first Estonian Republic (1918-1941). In practice it
is used symbolically to allocate, again, money to national minorities via projectbased financing, which does not demand complex legal solutions that might be
dangerous to the Estonian nation-state.
The amount of money from EU structural funds was on average 34% of all integration
policy in 2008-2013 and remains almost the same in 2014-2017 – 32% (Ministry of Culture
2014).

11
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Fifth, support or opposition to program aims, values and means of achieving
them is the last aspect addressed. In general, there is no open public opposition to
the aims and values of cultural policy regarding the preservation of cultures as
addressed in this thesis. However, the system of project-based financing has been
widely debated between policy-makers and target groups. This implies conflicted
success. It is already argued supra that while the availability of policy instruments
is a certain benefit for minorities, the organization of this instrument via projectbased financing has various deficiencies that both national minorities and the
Government debated (II). From the official point of view the system functions
well, and if problems exist, then national minorities are responsible for failing to
use support efficiently. The Government is informed about the problems of
organization, but this has not received sufficient attention to be solved (II, III).
Remarkably, both the Government’s and minorities’ interpretation of the quality of
support imply a pessimistic rather than an optimistic future for national minorities
in Estonia (II). Nevertheless, “support to national minorities’ languages and
cultures” is one of the integrations measures as written in the new Estonian
Integration Strategy 2014-2020. It finances cultural societies to preserve
multicultural society and ensure their sustainable work (Government of the
Republic of Estonia 2014, 16). So, the question of how well economic incentive
and its organization will attain the goal, remains urgent in this decade.
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CONCLUSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH
This thesis evaluates the success of Estonian cultural policy regarding the
preservation of national minorities by means of one economic incentive organized
via project-based financing. Both the successes and the failures of this policy to
achieve its goal exist, and they can be traced by the data available as follows.
According to the policy-domain criteria, this policy is fully successful. The very
specifics of Estonian PA, which uses project-based financing as the main
organizational strategy to implement policies as such, and the neo-liberal and
nationalist ideologies of Estonian nation-state development, which prioritize noncoercive instruments and project-based financing as they help to reaffirm values
deemed important for the Estonian nation-state, fully legitimize and rationalize the
preservation of culture via projects. To have one economic incentive organized via
project-based financing and ultimately a certain amount of projects by cultural
societies of national minorities is successful as measured against inputs and
outputs. So, according to its own standards, such a policy is successful.
At the same time, regarding the actual preservation of culture via economic
incentive and project-based financing, which is the interest of this thesis, at least
conflicted success is indicated in terms of outcomes achieved, benefits created and
opposition to the policy means. The economic incentive is a benefit for minorities
that helps them to implement various cultural activities, but project-based financing
has various unresolved problems that hamper the instrument from being effective.
Nowadays members of cultural societies are mainly the “Soviet” generation that
has managed to preserve culture via the support offered. This work can be observed
at different festivals or in hobby schools, where children of minorities have a
chance to learn languages and so on. This is a remarkable outcome, but only for the
short term, because in the long term, cultural societies still lack younger
generations to ensure a sustainable preservation of their cultures. Both the
Government and national minorities have questioned the achievement of desired
outcomes. From the Government’s perspective, the policy as such does not fail but
the minorities fail to use the policy solution created, as they are not economically
and socially self-sufficient communities. Knowing the context of Estonian national
minorities, but also taking into account the concept of groupism, it would be
misleading (but this is what the prevailing Estonian ideology does) to expect that
all minorities per se are or should be motivated to preserve their cultures, be
socially coherent communities, etc.
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Still, as we know, around 300 cultural societies and their members are motivated to
preserve cultures and do this as much as possible. Their experience is important, as
it helps to recognize that the Government does not pay sufficient attention to the
organization of the policy instrument provided. So, the result, i.e. that this is a
conflicted success, allows to be skeptical not merely about the ability of projects to
achieve the policy goal, but more importantly, opens the discussion about why this
remains the main policy solution, in spite of the problems mentioned before.
The analysis inductively shows that there is a conflict of two policy goals. The first
goal is to allocate money and organize its usage – this is clearly understood to be
the Government’s responsibility. By fulfilling this goal, which is successfully done,
as shown supra, the Government expects national minorities to attain the second
goal – the preservation of cultures. Even if we posit that this is exclusively the
minorities’ responsibility, we cannot negate the fact that minorities themselves
cannot change the rules of the game regarding the organization of policy
instruments; but also the availability of instruments is the Government’s
responsibility. In other words, it is possible to trace the implicit understanding of
who is responsible for policy success and failure, i.e. the former belongs to the
Government and the latter to minorities.
The conflict of policy goals, as the analysis shows, might be related to the fact that
the Government considers a specific policy solution to be good a priori for
ideological reasons and/or due to the specifics of Estonian PA. Administrative
dependence on project-based financing and/or ideological preferences of such an
organization cannot be easily overcome to offer alternative solutions how to
support national minorities more effectively. At least from a PA perspective, in
order to do this one should change Estonian PA as such, which is, of course, highly
unlikely to happen even in the mid-run. So, the achievement of the first goal is
easier in practice and politically more relevant as it shows success rather than
failure. The question what the price of such success is remains open. Of course, the
policy solution analyzed is not the only but one of many factors that in the end may
influence the quality of minorities’ protection in Estonia. Still, the message is that
even if one policy instrument and its organization is the only alternative available,
which is still doubtful, it is not enough to offer support. It is also necessary to
improve it to a meaningful level, because this influences the preservation of
minorities’ cultures in Estonia, which, in turn, as explained previously, is a matter
of Estonian internal and external security.
The thesis provides several avenues for further research. The first one is a
comparative analysis of how the former Soviet republics from Latvia to
Kyrgyzstan organize policy instruments to preserve Russian and Russian-speaking
minorities within ideological and administrative contexts (II). Second, a
comparative analysis of the organization of tourism in EOB settlements with other
endangered Estonian minorities, like Setu and Kihnu, could provide better
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contextual insight into the organization of economic incentives and their effects on
culture, including the usage of economic incentives to develop culture as a part of
creative industry (III). Third, the influence of EU conditionality on the areas of
Estonian PA that are not related to EU funds is of particular interest (II). Fourth,
Estonian policy-making represents an interesting case study for a governancebased approach which debates the objective nature of policy goals and the technical
choice of policy instruments not only in cultural but also other policies, e.g.
economic policy and innovation policy (Lascoumes and Le Gales 2007, 2). Fifth,
the influence of cultural policy on the acculturation process with a stress on how
policy solutions influence the desire of minorities to preserve their culture,
including the attitudes of the majority in constraining or promoting this goal, is of
particular relevance (Horenczyk et al. 2013). In other words, how minorities should
preserve their culture and how they understand it may depend on the Government’s
decisions, which, in turn, depend on ideological and administrative factors. Finally,
Hearn’s (2006, 166-169, 231-232) idea that power used via social organization
creates culture is an intriguing research topic to analyze the preservation of culture
via project-based financing or, to put it simply, projects. It can be argued that
project-based financing represents a specific form of social organization with has a
certain degree of power over cultural development, but it also has limitations, as
this thesis implies. Within the nation-state context, this can potentially be a form of
control over minorities to prevent their political mobilization via projects-based
financing of culture, so that by receiving support, minorities do not debate the
question to whom the state belongs but address rather technical issues of financial
support (I).
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Appendix
Table 1. Policy as Program: The Spectrum from Success to Failure
Program
Success

Resilient
Success

Conflicted
Success

Precarious
Success

Program
Failure

Implementation
in line with
objectives.

Implementation
objectives
broadly
achieved,
despite minor
refinements or
deviations.

Mixed results,
with some
successes, but
accompanied by
unexpected and
controversial
problems.

Implementation
fails to be
executed in line
with objectives.

Achievement of
desired
outcomes.

Outcomes
broadly
achieved,
despite some
shortfalls.

Creating benefit
for a target
group.

A few shortfalls
and possibly
some
anomalous
cases, but
intended target
group broadly
benefits.

Some
successes, but
the partial
achievement of
intended
outcomes is
counterbalanced
by unwanted
results,
generating
substantial
controversy.
Partial benefits
realized, but not
as widespread
or deep as
intended.

Minor progress
towards
implementation
as intended, but
beset by
chronic
failures,
proving highly
controversial
and very
difficult to
defend.
Some small
outcomes
achieved as
intended but
overwhelmed
by controversial
and high-profile
instances or
failure to
produce results.
Small benefits
are
accompanied
and
overshadowed
by damage to
the very group
that was meant
to benefit. Also
likely to
generate highprofile stories
of unfairness
and suffering.

Damaging a
particular target
group.

(continues …)
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Failure to
achieve desired
outcomes.

Meets policydomain criteria.

Not quite the
outcome
desired, but
close enough to
lay strong claim
to fulfilling the
criteria.

Opposition to
program aims,
value and
means of
achieving them
is virtually nonexistent, and/or
support is
virtually
universal.

Opposition to
program aims,
values and
means of
achieving them
is stronger than
anticipated, but
outweighed by
support.

Partial
achievement of
goals, but
accompanied
by failures to
achieve, with
possibility of
high-profile
examples, e.g.
ongoing
wastage when
the criterion is
efficiency.
Opposition to
program aims,
values and
means of
achieving them
is equally
balanced with
support for
same.

(McConnell 2010, 354)
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A few minor
successes, but
plagued by
unwanted
media attention,
e.g. examples
of wastage and
possible
scandal when
the criterion is
efficiency.

Clear inability
to meet the
criteria.

Opposition to
program aims,
values and
means of
achieving them,
outweighs
small levels of
support.

Opposition to
program aims,
values and
means of
achieving them
is virtually
universal,
and/or support
is virtually nonexistent.
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SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN
Eesti vähemusrahvuste kultuur: poliitikaeesmärkide saavutamine,
instrumendid ning organisatsioon
Viimasel aastakümnel sai Eesti üle maailma tuntuks tänu oma e-riigi arengule ning
rangele, kuid küllaltki edukale avalike kulude kärpimise poliitikale. 2014. aastal
toimunud Ukraina-Vene konflikti tõttu pakub Eesti aga huvi oma suure venekeelse
elanikkonna poolest. Krimmi annekteerimine näitab, et Venemaa võib ära kasutada
rahvustevahelist konflikti, et saavutada oma välispoliitilisi eesmärke, sekkudes
teise riigi sissepoliitikasse ja põhjendades seda vajadusega kaitsta oma
kaasmaalasi. Seepärast on Eesti vähemusrahvuste toetamine nii sise- kui
välispoliitiline küsimus, millega Eesti valitsus silmitsi seisab. 1990. aastate alguses
unistas poliitiline eliit, et Eesti areneb enamvähem homogeense rahvusriigina nagu
see oli enne teist maailmasõda, säilitades samas eesti keelt ja kultuuri. Ent pärast
taasiseseisvumist ei ole vähemusrahvuste arv sisuliselt vähenenud. Tulenevalt
Eesti-Vene pingelistest ajaloolistest suhetest peetakse rahvusriigi-poliitikas
vähemusrahvusi võimalikuks ohuks eesti kultuurile. Teisest küljest, demokraatliku
riigi ja Euroopa Liidu liikmena on Eesti võtnud endale kohustuse toetada oma
vähemusrahvusi, kes moodustavad 30% elanikkonnast.
Eesti venelased esindavad 25% elanikkonda. Siia kuuluvad ka Eesti vanausulised,
keda on kokku umbes 10 000-15 000 inimest. „Mittevenelased“ ehk mitmed
väiksemad rahvusgrupid nagu ukrainlased, tatarlased või tšuvašid moodustavad
4%. Kuigi nad valdavad vene keelt kas emakeele või teise keelena, on neil oma
rahvuslik identiteet. Ainult 1% rahvastikust on tulnud Eestisse pärast
taasiseseisvumist, näiteks itaallased, ameeriklased jne. Teisisõnu – valdav enamus
Eesti vähemusrahvusi on venekeelsed ja nad elavad enamasti Tallinnas ja IdaVirumaal. Seni on Venemaa aktiivselt üritanud pöörata rahvusvahelist tähelepanu
oma kaasmaalaste ja venekeelse elanikkonna probleemidele Eestis. Väidetavalt
üritab Eesti valitsus assimileerida neid oma kodakondsus- ja keelepoliitikaga, sh
inimõiguste rikkumise ja avaliku sfääri sunniviisilise eestistamise abil. Sellist laadi
väiteid võivad toetada ka teatud venekeelse elanikkonna esindajad. Eriti kui
arvestada, et võrreldes eestlastega on muust rahvusest inimestel halvem
sotsiaalmajanduslik olukord ja nad on alaesindatud avalikus sektoris, poliitikas jne.
2007. aastal näitas Pronksiöö, et avatud etniline konflikt on Eestis võimalik.
Selleks, et vältida etnilist konflikti, on alates 2000. aastast üks
integratsioonipoliitika eesmärke arendada võimalusi, mis säilitaks ja toetaks
vähemusrahvuste kultuuri Eestis. Võimalused, mida valitsus tagab, ei ole üksnes
venekeelne haridus või meedia. Siia kuuluvad ka mitmed teised „väiksemad“
toetamisviisid, mis peavad ennetama assimilatsiooni, nt pühapäevakoolide ja
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rahvuskultuuriseltside tegevuse rahastamine, täiendavad õppe- ja kultuuriklassid
põhikoolis, kultuuriautonoomia, erakoolid, emakeelsed raadiosaated jne. Just need
võimalused on selle doktoritöö uurimishuvi (I, II).
Kõik Eesti vähemusrahvused võivad kasutada mainitud võimalusi. Ent arvestades
demograafilist olukorda, moodustavad Eesti venelased, vanausulised ja
mittevenelased kolm peamist sihtgruppi. Rääkides nende assimilatsioonist, on
teada, et tänapäeval puudutab see eelkõige vanausulisi ja „mittevenelasi“.
Vanausulised assimileeruvad sekulaarsesse Eesti kultuuriellu ning mittevenelased
vene kultuuri. Eesti venelaste assimilatsioon on aga vastuoluline teema. Ühest
küljest viitab nende assimilatsioonile Eesti rahvusriigi areng. Teisest küljest valdas
2011. aastaks ainult 1% Eesti venelasi emakeelena eesti keelt (segaabielude tõttu)
(I, II, III). Vaadeldes assimilatsiooni laiemalt, saab öelda, et kui teatud inimesed
on kaotanud või kaotamas oma kultuuri või mistahes põhjusel võivad kaotada
lähitulevikus oma keele või traditsioonid, siis vähemusrahvuste kultuuri säilitamine
mainitud võimaluste abil on põhjendatud poliitiline eesmärk, mille Eesti
demokraatliku riigina on püstitanud (I, II).
On vähe teada, kui edukas on Eesti valitsus selle eesmärgi saavutamisel
olemasolevate võimaluste abil (II). Integratsioonimonitooringud käsitlevad teisest
rahvusest inimeste lõimumise edukust ning ametlikud aruanded vähemusrahvuste
poliitika kohta kirjeldavad ülalmainitud võimalusi ilma analüüsimata nende mõju
kultuuri säilitamisele. Seepärast on antud doktoritöö eesmärk analüüsida Eesti
kultuuripoliitika edukust vähemusrahvuste kultuuride säilitamisel poliitiliste
instrumentide ja nende organiseerimise abil. Töö keskendub instrumentidele ning
nende organiseerimisele, kuidas nad aitavad säilitada vähemusrahvuste kultuuri
ning millest võib olla tingitud sellise poliitika edu või läbikukkumine.
Töö põhineb kolmel teadusartiklil, mis käsitlevad poliitika instrumente ja nende
organiseerimist kolme eespool mainitud sihtgrupi kontekstis. Teoreetilise
raamistiku moodustavad Bemelmans-Videc’i et al (2007) poliitilise instrumendi
teooria ja McConnell’i (2010) poliitika edukuse kontseptsioon. Selle järgi peab
instrument motiveerima inimesi muutma oma käitumist ning selleks on vaja
instrumenti organiseerida ehk ellu rakendada. See tegevus kuulub
poliitikaprogrammi valdkonna. Sõltuvalt elluviimise tulemustest võib poliitika olla
nii edukas kui läbikukkunud. Selle informatsiooni kogumiseks kasutatakse
kvalitatiivset uurimismeetodit. Andmeid koguti vähemusrahvuse ja avaliku sektori
esindajatega läbiviidud süvaintervjuude abil. Samuti analüüsiti seadusi ja
poliitikaprogramme. Lisaks kasutati statistilist informatsiooni, et täiendada
intervjuude tulemusi. Järeldused peegeldavad olukorda Eesti lõimumiskava 20082013 perioodil.
Vastavalt andmetele on nn vabatahtlik majanduslik stiimul (ingl. non-coercive
economic incentive) peamine poliitikainstrument, mida organiseeritakse
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projektipõhise rahastamise teel. Lihtsustavalt öeldes, see on raha, mida jagatakse ja
kasutatakse projektide alusel. Selline lahendus ei kohusta vähemusrahvusi
säilitama oma kultuuri, kuid tagab neile ressursid ja motiveerib neid sellega
tegelema. Tuleb mainida, et vastavalt grupismi kontseptsioonile on ekslik arvata, et
kõik vähemusrahvused on huvitatud oma kultuuri säilitamisest. Nii nagu iga teine
sotsiaalne grupp, ei ole ka vähemusrahvuste kogukonnad sotsiaalselt ja
kultuuriliselt ühtsed. Arvestades seda ja ka ülalpool mainitud assimilatsiooni,
keskendub töö 300 rahvuskultuuriseltsi töökogemusele (II, III).
Rääkides selle poliitika ellurakendamise tulemusest, võib ühest küljest öelda, et see
on edukas. Esiteks, ühe instrumendi olemasolu ja selle projektipõhine
organiseerimine toetab tegelikku poliitilist eesmärki, mille saavutamist mõõdetakse
sisendi- ja väljundipõhiselt (raha olemasolu, rahastatud projektide ja
organisatsioonide arv, rahastamise summa). Teisisõnu, poliitika on edukas, sest
võimalused säilitada kultuuri on olemas. Teiseks, poliitika on edukas ideoloogiliste
ja administratiivsete iseärasuste tõttu. Need on uusparempoolsus, sh uus
haldusjuhtimine (ingl. New Public Managment), ja natsionalism ning asjaolu, et
Eesti avalik sektor täidab mitmeid olulisi avalikke ülesandeid projektipõhiselt.
Teisest küljest, analüüsides kolme kriteeriumi (1) toetamise kasulikkus; 2)
toetamise tagajärjed ja 3) toetamise kriitika), võib öelda, et tegemist on vastuolulise
eduga (ingl. conflicted success). Esiteks, rahvuskultuuriseltsidele on raha oluline.
See aitab neil korraldada oma tööd ning motiveerib liikmeid tegelema
kultuuritegevustega. Kuid projektipõhisel rahastamisel on mitmeid lahendamata
probleeme (bürokraatia, finantsstabiilsuse puudumine), mis vähendab instrumendi
positiivset mõju. Teiseks, toetuse tagajärjena on nõukogudeaegne vähemusrahvuste
põlvkond säilitanud oma kultuuri nii palju kui see on võimalik. Nende Eestis
sündinud järglased ei ole aga huvitatud kultuuritegevusest (II, III). Kolmandaks,
nii valitsus kui vähemusrahvused on kritiseerinud projektipõhist rahastamist, kuid
ilma oluliste tulemusteta. Valitsus juhib tähelepanu sellele, et vähemusrahvused ei
ole iseseisvad ja tugevad kogukonnad ning ei suuda edukalt kasutada
olemasolevaid võimalusi. Vähemusrahvused toonitavad omakorda mitmeid
projektipõhise rahastamisega seotud probleeme. Mõlemad seiskohad viitavad aga
pigem pessimistlikule kui optimistlikule tulevikule (II).
Kõik eespool öeldu viitab induktiivselt sellele, et tegemist on kahe poliitilise
eesmärgi konfliktiga ja küsimusega sellest, kes vastutab nende saavutamise ja mitte
saavutamise eest. Esimene eesmärk – instrumendi ja selle organiseerimise
tagamine – kuulub valitsusele. See on edukas vastavalt oma hindamisreeglitele.
Teine eesmärk kuulub vähemusrahvustele. Näha on, et selle saavutamisega on
mitmeid probleeme. Kui oletada, et eeskätt vähemusrahvused vastutavad oma
kultuuri säilitamise eest, ei tohi unustada asjaolu, et just valitsus vastutab
võimaluste loomise ja tagamise eest. Teisisõnu, üksnes instrumendi olemasolu ei
aita säilitada vähemusrahvuste kultuuri. Oluline on ka instrumenti organiseerida.
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Seni on aga antud küsimus saanud vähe tähelepanu. Kui järeldus on õige, siis võib
öelda, et praegu on esimene eesmärk olulisem kui teine. See võib olla seotud
sellega, et projektipõhist rahastamist toetavad Eesti avaliku halduse
administratiivsed ja ideoloogilised iseärasused. Tuleb siiski mainida, et uue
lõimumiskava raames kavatseb valitsus arendada vähemusrahvuste toetamise
süsteemi.
Väitekiri annab mitmeid võimalusi edasiseks uurimistööks. Esiteks, huvi pakub
võrdlev analüüs sellest, kuidas endiste NSVLi riikide ideoloogiline ja
administratiivne kontekst mõjutab vene ja venekeelse elanikkonna kultuuride
säilitamist (II). Teiseks, huvitav on võrrelda vanausuliste turismiarendamise
kogemust Setu ja Kihnu turismiga ning kuidas majanduslikud stiimulid mõjutavad
kultuuri arendamist erinevates kultuurilistes kontekstides (III). Kolmandaks,
huvitav on analüüsida kuidas Euroopa Liidu struktuurfondide rahastamisreeglid
mõjutavad ainult riiklikust eelarvest rahastatavate projektide reegleid.
Struktuurfondide reegleid võidakse kasutada valdkondades, mis ei ole seotud
Euroopa Liidu rahastamisega ning see on seotud agentuuride tegevusega (II).
Neljandaks, võimalik on uurida poliitiliste eesmärkide ja instrumentide
politiseerimist mitte ainult kultuurielus, vaid teisteski poliitikavaldkondades
(Lascoumes ja Gales 2007; I, II). Viiendaks, kuidas valitsev kultuuripoliitika
mõjutab vähemusrahvuste ja eestlaste akulturatsiooni ja kuidas see võib aidata
mõista poliitika mõju inimeste kultuuri säilitamisega seotud elukogemustele
(Horenczyk 2013; II). Viimaseks, idee, et kultuur ei arene ilma võimuta, vaid tänu
võimule (Hearn 2006), viitab sellele, et projektipõhisel rahastamisel ja
majanduslikel stiimulitel on teatud võim arendada kultuuri, kuid sellel on ka teatud
piirangud, nagu näitab doktoritöö. Projektipõhist kultuuri toetamist võib käsitleda
vähemusrahvuste kontrollimehhanismina rahvusriigi kontekstis (I, II).
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